ABSTRACT In this paper, we propose a new hotspot ranking-based indoor mapping and mobility analysis approach based on the sporadically collected crowdsourced Wi-Fi received signal strength (RSS) data. This approach aims to construct the indoor mapping, as well as achieve the mobility analysis of the users following their daily motion patterns in target environment. First, we perform the wavelet analysis with respect to each RSS sequence to mitigate the noise interference to some extent. Second, we develop a new multidimensional scaling approach to map each RSS data into a linear one in the 2-D signal space, which is followed by the density clustering approach to merge the linear ones into different clusters based on the spatial correlation property. Finally, we construct the indoor mapping from the signal into physical spaces by the concept of hotspot ranking order, as well as the transfer relations among different RSS clusters and different physical sub-areas. The experimental results demonstrate that the proposed approach can achieve the superior performance in terms of indoor mapping and mobility analysis in an unknown indoor environment.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Wi-Fi network has been recognized as one of the primary indoor access networks used for the high-quality Locationbased Services (LBSs), such as recommending instant advertisements to the clients in shopping malls. At the same time, the interest of indoor mapping and mobility analysis in any unknown indoor environment has increased remarkably due to the serious demand of indoor context-aware computing [1] - [3] . In this circumstance, the Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) approach [4] is proposed to meet this goal, and it is independent of the process of the popular location fingerprinting which is time consuming and labor intensive. However, the significant drawback of the SLAM approach is that it generally requires the assistance of the additional motion sensors [5] , as well as some sophisticated algorithms used for the features representation and data fusion [6] .
To address the problems of the SLAM approach, we propose a new motion sensor-free approach for the indoor mapping and mobility analysis based on the sporadically collected crowdsourced Wi-Fi Received Signal Strength (RSS) data from the users following their daily motion patterns in target environment. The purpose of our approach is to achieve the superior performance in terms of indoor mapping with low time and labor cost as well as mobility analysis in any unknown indoor environment. In all, the three contributions of this paper are listed as follows.
• Low-cost data collection: There is no requirement of the additional motion sensor assistance or location fingerprinting in our approach, which is only based on the sporadically collected crowdsourced Wi-Fi RSS data from the users in target environment.
linear RSS data into different clusters based on the spatial correlation property.
• Comprehensive mobility analysis: The concepts of hotspot ranking order, as well as the transfer relations among different RSS clusters and different physical sub-areas are considered to construct the indoor mapping from the signal into physical spaces, and consequently achieve the mobility analysis in an unknown indoor environment.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section II, we survey some related work about the indoor mapping and mobility analysis in indoor Wi-Fi environment. The detailed steps of the proposed approach are presented in Section III. The extensive experimental results are shown in Section IV. Finally, Section V concludes the paper and provides some future directions.
II. RELATED WORK
There are a big batch of studies focusing on the indoor mapping and mobility analysis in indoor Wi-Fi environment. Li et al. [7] develop a new smartphone-based indoor positioning system, which can be used to distinguish five typical motion patterns of the users and handle four different ways of holding the smartphone by using the concept of fuzzy step length detection. The dynamic configuration of radio map in both the indoor and outdoor environments is discussed in [8] , which is based on the specially designed sniffer in the SLAM. Wang et al. [9] propose a new simultaneous navigation and pathway mapping approach, which is independent of the anchor sensors and the floor plan of target environment. Specifically, this approach probes the nearby Wi-Fi Access Points (APs), and then relies on the spatial-temporal features of the RSS data to achieve the pathway mapping. Kavitha et al. [10] infer the mobility of the users by using the inherent fluctuation of the RSS data which are collected from the surrounding Wi-Fi APs. Both the spectral and spatial spread based motion detection approaches are designed in [11] to achieve a better understanding of the temporally spectral and spatial characteristics of the Wi-Fi RSS data. At the same time, some other studies rely on the motion sensor-based SLAM approach to achieve the indoor mapping and mobility analysis. With a smartphone, Shin [12] propose to use an indoor pedestrian tracking system to construct the floor plan and the corresponding radio map of target environment simultaneously. Another indoor pedestrian tracking system based on the labeled topological map which is constructed by the SLAM approach is discussed in [13] . In [14] , a foot-mounted Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) is selected to achieve the proprioceptive motion sensing, and then a motion recognition system is designed to calibrate the landmarks of the location-related motion actions. Bruno and Robertson [15] design a new pedestrian tracking system by integrating two types of data which are collected from the foot-mounted IMU and Wi-Fi network. The tracking system presented in [16] is also based on the data integration from the images and IMU in a smartphone. A new multimodel based signal map is constructed in [17] by using the data from all the available signal sources, such as the Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, LTE, and magnetic signals.
In this paper, we propose a new approach for the indoor mapping and mobility analysis based on the sporadically collected crowdsourced Wi-Fi RSS data from the users following their daily motion patterns in target environment. First of all, the wavelet analysis is performed with respect to each RSS sequence to mitigate the noise interference to some extent. Second, after each RSS data is mapped into a linear one in the 2-dimensional (2-D) signal space, the density clustering approach is applied to merge the linear ones into different clusters based on the spatial correlation property. Third, the indoor mapping is constructed from the signal into physical spaces by the concept of hotspot ranking order, as well as the transfer relations among different RSS clusters and different physical sub-areas. Finally, according to the appearance probabilities of physical sub-areas and the associated transfer number between every two of them, the superior performance in terms of indoor mapping and mobility analysis in an unknown indoor environment is achieved. 
III. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
In our system, we manually divide the target environment into several physical sub-areas of interest. As shown in Fig. 1 , this environment is divided into six physical sub-areas, namely L1, L2, L3, C1, C2, and C3, which are corresponding to the lobby of the building, entry to the lift, exhibition hall, and three corridors adjacent to the storage rooms, meeting rooms, and labs respectively. After the division of target environment, we randomly collect a batch of Wi-Fi RSS data with the corresponding known physical locations to construct the RSS transfer graph. Fig. 2 shows an example of the RSS transfer graph with respect to the target environment in Fig. 1 . In this graph, the value of each edge (or the transfer probability of every two adjacent physical sub-areas) is calculated as the ratio of the number of RSS transfers between these two sub-areas and the total number of RSS transfers in target environment. The main reason of constructing the RSS transfer graph with respect VOLUME 5, 2017 
to the target environment is to optimize the parameters in density clustering, which will be significantly discussed as follows.
A. PARAMETERS OPTIMIZATION
For each collected Wi-Fi RSS sequence with the length of L, we assume that the involved number of physical sub-areas is N and number of RSS measurements collected in the i-th
We construct the relation matrix of physical sub-areas C phy in (1), as shown at the top of this page, where C phy ij = 1 represents that the i-th and j-th RSS measurements are collected in the same physical sub-area, and otherwise C phy ij = 0. At the same time, by performing the density clustering of the RSS measurements in each Wi-Fi RSS sequence, we obtain that the number of RSS clusters is M and number of RSS measurements belonging to the j-th ( 
Similar to the process of the construction of the relation matrix of physical sub-areas, we construct the relation matrix of RSS clusters C sig in (2) , as shown at the top of this page, where C sig ij = 1 represents that the i-th and j-th RSS measurements are merged into the same RSS cluster, and otherwise C sig ij = 0. To measure the similarity between the relation matrices of physical sub-areas and RSS clusters, we calculate the Jaccard Coefficient (JC), which is also used in [18] , as
where
ij . Based on (3), the larger JC indicates the higher similarity between the relation matrices of physical sub-areas and RSS clusters. Specially, J (C phy , C sig ) = 1 is obtained when and. In the results that follow, we will investigate the relations of the JC and number of RSS measurements which have been merged into the incorrect RSS clusters (or called incorrectlyclustered RSS measurements) for the sake of optimizing the parameters in density clustering. To achieve this goal, we consider three cases as follows.
i) When there is only one incorrectly-clustered RSS measurement which has been incorrectly merged from the i 1 -th into j 1 -th RSS clusters, we can obtain C phy , C phy =
In this case, we have
ii) When there are only two incorrectly-clustered RSS measurements which have been incorrectly merged from the i 1 -th into j 1 -th and from i 2 -th into j 2 -th RSS clusters respectively, we can obtain C phy ,
iii) Based on the previous results, it can be generalized that when there are n incorrectly-clustered RSS measurements which have been incorrectly merged from the i k − th ( 
N . In this case, we have
For simplicity, we assume that each Wi-Fi RSS sequence with the corresponding known physical locations is collected in only two adjacent physical sub-areas. 1 Then, the number of RSS measurements which are collected in the former and latter physical sub-areas equals to a 1 and a 2 (a 1 + a 2 =L) respectively. In addition, without losing generality, we also assume that all the n incorrectly-clustered RSS measurements have been incorrectly merged from the former into latter RSS clusters. Therefore, we can obtain C phy , C phy
1 The Wi-Fi RSS sequence which is collected in more than two physical sub-areas can be manually separated into several short sequences and each of them is corresponding to no more than two adjacent sub-areas.
By setting n L=0.2 2 and a 1 L=a 2 L=0.5, 3 we calculate that
Based on (8), we can conclude that for the sake of making the ratio of the number of the incorrectly-clustered RSS measurements and the total number of RSS measurements lower than 0.2, the parameters in density clustering 4 should be optimized to achieve the JC larger than 0.46.
B. DATA RECONSTRUCTION
We assume that the raw l collected crowdsourced Wi-Fi RSS sequences are R 1 , R 2 , . . . , R l , where the m-th sequence
is the v-th RSS measurement in R m , and A is the AP number. In R m , the RSS measurements from the w-th AP form a
Since the RSS measurements in m w are labeled with timestamps in chronological order, we can perform the wavelet analysis with respect to m w to mitigate the noise interference, which is also used in [19] . To achieve this goal, for each m w , we calculate that
where ψ(•) is the wavelet function, which is defined as
ψ(•) is the conjugation of ψ(•), and a and a are the scale and translation factors respectively. The large value a (or called extension of ψ(t)) describes the average variation of the lowfrequency components of the signal, and on the contrary, the small value a (or called compression of ψ(t)) describes the local variation of the high-frequency components of the signal. Then, we calculate the wavelet coefficients at s different scales, 
and (ω) represents the Fourier transform of ψ(t).
C. INDOOR MAPPING
In this section, we will introduce a new multidimensional scaling approach to map each RSS data into a linear one in the 2-D signal space, while preserving the neighborhood relations of both the RSSs and timestamps. Based on the spatial correlation property of the linear RSS data, the smaller linear distance between two linear RSS data, the more likely they are corresponding to the same motion pattern. According to the non-negativity, symmetry, and minimum-existing properties of the distance [20] Fig. 3 . Using the new concept of linear distance defined above, we apply the density clustering approach to merge the linear RSS data into different RSS clusters based on the spatial correlation property by the following eight steps. 5 Step 1: Set the initial number of RSS clusters as j = 1;
Step 2: Calculate the linear distance between every two linear RSS data;
Step 3: For each linear RSS data L p , save the ones with the linear distances from L p smaller than a given threshold, th e , into the RSS data set, D p ;
Step 4: When the rank of D p is smaller than a given threshold, Min, set p := p + 1, and then choose a new linear RSS data and return to Step 3; and otherwise continue;
Step 5:
Step 6: Repeat Step 5 until all the linear RSS data in D p have been traversed;
Step 7: Define D p as the j-th RSS cluster;
Step 8: Set j := j + 1 and p := p + 1, and then return to Step 3 until every linear RSS data has been merged into a certain RSS cluster.
After the density clustering, we continue to investigate the transfer relations among different RSS clusters and different physical sub-areas. To achieve this goal, we first construct a transfer matrix of RSS clusters, M c , in which the element on the i-th row and j-th column, M c (i, j), represents the transfer number from the i-th into j-th RSS clusters. Similarly, we construct a transfer matrix of physical sub-areas, M o , in which the element on the i-th row and j-th column, M o (i, j), represents the transfer number from the i-th into j-th physical sub-areas. Then, by assuming that the RSS clusters which are associated with larger transfer number (or called with higher appearance probabilities) are more likely to be corresponding to the physical sub-areas where the users have frequently visited, we use the concept of PageRank in web searching [21] to estimate the transfer number with respect to each RSS cluster and physical sub-area respectively, and consequently construct the indoor mapping from the signal into physical spaces in the hotspot ranking order, highest to lowest.
Second, we construct a probability matrix of RSS clusters, M c , by normalizing each element in M c , as shown in (12) .
where M c (i, j) represents the transfer probability from the i-th into j-th RSS clusters and h is the number of RSS clusters. Third, at each timestamp z, we define a vector of appearance probabilities as P zc = [P zc (1) , P zc (2), . . . , P zc (h)] T , where P zc (i)(1 ≤ i ≤ h) is the appearance probability of the i-th RSS cluster at timestamp z. Initially, we set
T , which indicates that all the RSS clusters are with the equal appearance probability at timestamp z=0. By assuming that the appearance probability of a RSS cluster equals to the sum of the transfer probabilities from the others, such that
we can obtain
Fourth, due to the limited number of the collected crowdsourced Wi-Fi RSS data, some RSS clusters (or called semi-isolated RSS clusters) may not find the ones to be transferred to. To address this problem, we change the transfer probability from the semi-isolated RSS cluster to each of the other RSS clusters into 1/h. In this case, we have
where e h is an all one column vector with the dimension of h and c h is an h-dimensional column vector satisfying c h (j) = 1 when Fifth, due to the access constrain of the target environment, some RSS clusters (or called gateway RSS clusters) may be transferred to the ones which are corresponding to the unknown physical sub-areas. In this case, the transfer probabilities from the gateway RSS clusters which are calculated by (15) are incorrect. To address this problem, we convert (15) into (16) where λ(0 ≤ λ ≤ 1) is the disturbance factor. Based on this, the appearance probability of each RSS cluster can be calculated as
Similarly, the appearance probability of each physical subarea is calculated as
where P zo = [P zo (1) , P zo (2), . . . , P zo (g)] T and initially we set
the appearance probability of the i-th physical sub-area at timestamp z, g is the number of physical sub-areas, e g is an all one column vector with the dimension of g, and c g is an g-dimensional column vector satisfying c g (j) = 1 when
After the appearance probability of each RSS cluster and physical sub-area is obtained, the indoor mapping from the signal into physical spaces can be easily constructed in the hotspot ranking order, highest to lowest.
D. PSEUDO-CODE DESCRIPTION
To summarize, the pseudo-code of the proposed system is described in Algorithm 1. 
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we investigate the performance of the proposed approach in an actual indoor Wi-Fi environment with the dimensions of 64.7 m by 17.1 m, as shown in Fig. 1 . And we run the proposed algorithm on our deployed platform (see Fig. 4 ), and the corresponding results are shown in the display interface (see Fig. 5 ).
Algorithm 1 Pseudo-Code Description
1: collect the raw l Wi-Fi RSS sequences; 2: for each m w do 3: reconstruct the new RSS data m w ; 4: end for 5: for each RSS sequence do 6: perform multidimensional scaling; // map each RSS data into a linear one in the 2-D signal space 7: end for 8: j = 1; // Initialize the number of RSS clusters 9: for each linear RSS data L p do //data traversal 10: calculate the linear distance between every two linear RSS data; 11: Save the linear RSS data with the linear distances from L p smaller than a given threshold, th e , into the RSS data set, D p ; 12: if the rank of D p is smaller than a given threshold, Min then 13: continue; 14: else 15: for each linear RSS data in D p , L k do //data traversal 16: if the rank of D k is larger than Min then 17: combine D k into D p ; 18: else 19: continue; 20: end if 21: end for 22: Define D p as the j-th RSS cluster; 23: j := j + 1; 
32:
e g e gT /g)P zo ; 33: end for 34: construct the indoor mapping from the signal into physical spaces in the hotspot ranking order, highest to lowest. To optimize the two parameters, th e and Min, in density clustering, we manually collect 100 Wi-Fi RSS sequences with the corresponding known physical locations in target VOLUME 5, 2017 environment for the testing. Fig. 6 shows the variation of the JC as the value th e and Min increases from 0.1d max to d max and from 3 to 12 respectively, where d max = max{d t pq }(1 ≤ p, q ≤ 100 m=1 µ m − 100). From this figure, we can find that i) both the small and large value th e result in the small JC, while the largest JC is achieved when th e = 0.7d max ; and ii) the variation of the value Min has slight impact on the JC. Fig. 7 shows the variation of the JC under different ratio of the number of the incorrectly-clustered RSS measurements and the total number of RSS measurements. Obviously, the variation of the JC by the experiment is much similar to the one obtained from the theoretical analysis in section 3.1. 6 Based on this, we set th e = 0.7d max and Min = 4 for the density clustering. Fig. 8 shows an example of the wavelet coefficients at 32 scales by performing the wavelet analysis with respect to a RSS sequence with the length of 400, which is collected in L1. Fig. 9 shows the result of 2-D Fourier transform [22] , [23] 6 The theoretical value of the JC is calculated by (7). of the RSS data collected in L1. From Fig. 8 , we can find that the wavelet coefficients at small scales are much smaller than the ones at large scales, which indicates that this RSS sequence contains a small number of high-frequency components. This result is also demonstrated by Fig. 9 , in which most of the components of the signal concentrate in the lowfrequency range. Based on this, we set the wavelet coefficients at the three smallest scales as 0, and then reconstruct the collected crowdsourced Wi-Fi RSS data in Fig. 10 .
The result of applying the multidimensional scaling approach to map each RSS data into a linear one in the 2-D signal space and the followed result of density clustering are shown in Fig. 11 and 12 respectively. From these results, we can find that i) there are three RSS clusters constructed by the density clustering, which indicates that only three physical sub-areas have been frequently visited by the users in target environment; and ii) the Cluster 1 is corresponding to the first most frequently visited physical sub-area since it contains the largest amount of RSS data.
In Fig. 13 , we compare the probabilities of correct indoor mapping by the proposed and the existing WILL [5] and CIMLoc [6] approaches. From this figure, we can find that by considering 10 different motion patterns of users, 7 the proposed approach performs best in terms of the indoor mapping. In summary, the averaged probability of correct indoor mapping by the proposed approach approaches 86%, which is about 6 and 10 percentages higher than the ones by the WILL and CIMLoc approaches respectively. Fig. 14 shows the time consumption for indoor mapping under different motion patterns of users, from which we can find that the averaged time consumption used for indoor mapping with respect to each motion pattern is less than 0.18 s, which can effectively guarantee the real-time capacity of the proposed approach. 7 By taking the motion pattern ''L1, C2, L3'' as an example, it indicates that the motion path of the users is from L1, along C2, and to L3. Finally, according to the result of indoor mapping, we calculate the appearance probability of each physical sub-area and its associated transfer number in Fig. 15 . From this figure, we can find that i) L1 is the first most frequently visited physical sub-area with the highest appearance probability due to the fact that L1 contains the entrance of the building; ii) C2 is the second most frequently visited physical sub-area since it is the path to a large number of rooms; iii) L2 is the third most frequently visited physical sub-area by the reason that it contains the elevators on this floor; and iv) L3, C1, and C3 are with low appearance probabilities, which can be interpreted by that they are the infrequently visited physical sub-areas. Furthermore, considering the transfer number between every two physical sub-areas, we can estimate the motion patterns of users as follows. The users are much favored to move to C2 when they currently stay in L1, and L1 is much likely to be the destination when the users currently stay in C2 or L2. These estimated motion patterns are much in accordance with the real ones in target environment.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a new indoor mapping and mobility analysis approach based on the sporadically collected crowdsourced Wi-Fi RSS data from the users following their daily motion patterns in target environment. The extensive experimental results in an actual indoor Wi-Fi environment demonstrate that the proposed approach is capable of achieving the effective and efficient indoor mapping and mobility analysis in the unknown indoor environment. Therefore, our system can be potentially employed as an available tool to explore the motion patterns of the users in any unknown indoor environment. However, the robust physical sub-areas division and space mapping strategy for the more accurate indoor mapping in large-scale indoor environment forms an interesting topic in future. 
